Abstract. This paper introduces the mathematical formulation of deep residual neural networks as a PDE optimal control problem. We study the wellposedness, the large time solution behavior, and the characterization of the steady states for the forward problem. Several useful time-uniform estimates and stability/instability conditions are presented. We state and prove optimality conditions for the inverse deep learning problem, using the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellmann equation and the Pontryagin maximum principle. This serves to establish a mathematical foundation for investigating the algorithmic and theoretical connections between optimal control and deep learning.
Introduction
Deep learning is machine learning using neural networks with many hidden layers, and it [8, 30, 21] has become a primary tool in a wide variety of practical learning tasks, such as image classification, speech recognition, driverless cars, or game intelligence. As such, there is a pressing need to provide a solid mathematical framework to analyze various aspects of deep neural networks.
Deep Neural Networks (DNN) have been successful in supervised learning, particularly when the relationship between the data and the labels is highly nonlinear. Their depths allow DNNs to express complex data-label relationships since each layer nonlinearly transforms the features and therefore effectively filters the information content.
Linear algebra was appropriate in the age of shallow networks, but is inadequate to explain why deep networks perform better than shallow networks. The continuum limit is an effective method for modeling complex discrete structures to facilitate their interpretability. The depth continuum limit made a breakthrough by introducing a dynamical system viewpoint and going beyond what discrete networks can actually do.
Most prior works on the dynamical systems viewpoint of deep learning have focused on algorithm design, architecture improvement using ODEs to model residual neural networks. However, the ODE description does not reveal any structure for hidden nodes with respect to width. To fill in this gap, we propose a simple PDE model for DNNs that represents the continuum limits of deep neural networks with respect to two directions: width and depth. One main advantage of the PDE model over the ODE model in [24] is its ability to capture the intrinsic selection dynamics among hidden units involved.
The main purpose of this paper is to focus on the study of the fundamental mathematical aspects of the PDE formulation. We seek to gain new insight into the dynamics of the forward propagation and the well-posedness of the learning problem, through a study of the PDE that represents the forward propagation dynamics.
We point out that the link of deep learning to dynamical system and optimal control has attracted increasing attention [13, 14, 15, 24, 27, 31, 32, 33, 43] . An appealing feature of this approach is that the compositional structure is explicitly taken into account in the time evolution of the dynamical systems, from which novel algorithms and network structures can be designed.
Discrete neural networks.
A neural network can be seen as a recursively defined function Φ on (a compact domain of)
Here L k is an affine linear map from R N k−1 to R N k :
where B k are N k × N k−1 matrices (network weights) and a k are N k -vectors (network biases). Obviously we have used N 0 = d. F k is a nonlinear mapping from R N k into itself, which in the case of a residual neuron network has the form F k (y) = y + σ(y), with σ : R → R being the so called network activation function acting component-wise, i.e., σ(y) = diag(σ(y 1 ) · · · σ(y N k )).
For details in the setup of neural network functions Φ and their approximation qualities we refer to [10] . Thus, one layer of the residual network is given by
which after rescaling σ with an artificial layer width τ << 1 can be seen as an explicit Euler step of the system of ordinary differential equations:
z(t) = σ(a(t) − B(t)z(t)), t l−1 ≤ t ≤ t l , where t l = τ l, and t > 0 corresponds here to an artificially introduced time-like variable representing the depth of the network. By now this is a fairly common procedure in DNNs, we refer to [13, 14, 24, 33, 32, 43, 15] and references therein. In practical applications the dimensions N 0 · · · N l vary significantly from one network layer to the next, so in order not to have a-priori dimensional restrictions it makes sense to pose the above ODE system on an infinitely dimensional space of continuously defined functions. This is the approach which we shall take in this paper.
Obvious advantages arise. In the space-time continuous case we gain a lot of modeling freedom and highly developed PDE theory and numerics can be applied to analyze and compute geometric aspects of the problem like attractors, sharp fronts etc. Also the associated inverse problem, namely to determine the weight and bias functions based on given data, can be rephrased easily as a classical optimization and/or control problem.
1.2.
Organization. The paper is organized as follows. We discuss main ingredients of deep learning for the classification problem and introduce the basic PDE model for the forward propagation and the optimal control formulation of deep learning in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we study the wellposedness, the large time solution behavior, and the characterization of the steady states for the forward problem. Several useful a priori estimates and stability/instability conditions are presented. Sect. 4 is devoted to the back propagation problem and to show how optimal control theory can be applied. We compute the gradient of the final network loss in terms of the network parameter functions, which involves solving both forward and backward problems. We further develop a control theory based on the Pontryagin maximum principle (PMP) [39] , which provides necessary conditions for optimal controls. We finally show that the value function solves an infinite-dimensional Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) partial differential equation. This dynamic programming approach provides the third way to find the optimal control parameters. Hence in this work we establish the link between training deep residual neural networks and PDE parameter estimation. The relation provides a general framework for designing, analyzing and training CNNs. Finally, two numerical algorithms for the learning problem, one is gradient based and another is PMP based, are presented in Sect. 5.
1.3. Related work. The approximation properties of deep neural network models are fundamental in machine learning. For shallow networks, there has been a long history of proving the so-called universal approximation theorem, going back to the 1980s [12, 23] . Such universal approximation theorems can also be proved for wide networks, see [9] for a single layer with sufficient number of hidden neurons, or deep networks, see [29, 16] for networks of finite width with sufficient number of layers. A systematic study on the network approximation theory has been recently made available [19] .
Continuous time recurrent networks have been known in 1980s like the one proposed by Almeida [1] and Pineda [37] , and analyzed by LeCun [28] . Recently, the interpretation of residual networks by He et al. [22] as approximate ODE solvers spurred research in the use of ODEs to deep learning. Based on differential equations, there are studies on the continuum-in-depth limit of neural networks [32, 43] and on designing network architectures for deep learning [13, 14, 24, 33] .
The dynamical systems approach has also been explored in the direction of training algorithms based on the PMP and the method of successive approximations [27, 31] . The connection between back-propagation and optimal control of dynamical systems is known since the earlier works on control and deep learning [4, 6, 28] . For a rigorous analysis on formulations based on ODEs with random data we refer to [15] The present paper proposes a PDE model which represents a continuum limit of neural networks in both depth and width. Instead of the analysis of algorithms or architectures, we focus on the mathematical aspects of the formulation itself and develop a wellposedness theory for the forward and backward problems, and further characterize the optimality conditions and value functions using both ODE (PMP) and PDE (HJB) approaches.
Mathematical formulation
There are three main ingredients of deep learning for the classification problem: (i) forward propagation transforms the input features in a nonlinear way to filter their information; (ii) Classication is described to predict the class label probabilities using the features at the final output layer (i.e., the output of the forward propagation); and (iii) the learning problem is formulated to estimate parameters of the forward propagation and classification to approximate the data-label relation.
We consider the following classification problem: Assume we are given training data consisting of a network input function f I (y), and label function C(y), we want to learn a function that approximates the data-label relation on the training data and generalizes well to similar unlabeled data.
2.1. The forward problem. The forward problem amounts to modeling and simulating the propagation of data. With complex and huge sets of data, fast and accurate forward modeling is a significant step in deep learning. It should be noted that typically the more parameters the model has, the less well-posed the inverse problem is.
We first formulate a forward PDE to model the data propagation using residual neural networks [22] . Let y ∈ Y denote the neuron identifier variable. Here we assume that Y is a domain in R n . In order to construct a PDE-type model to describe the forward propagation in deep learning, we introduce an artificial time t ∈ [0, T ]. The depth of the network is represented by the final time T . Let f (y, t) be a function describing the residual neural network at time t with neuron identifier y, its propagation is governed by the following PDE:
where σ is the nonlinear activation function. Here b = b(y, z, t) is the selection weight function, and a = a(y, t) is the bias function. The input learning data set f (y, t = 0) = f I (y) then serves as the initial data for the above differential equation. One of our objectives in this work is to highlight the relation of the learning problem to this PDE model. The activation function is typically (piecewise) smooth and monotonically non-decreasing. As commonly used examples, we consider the arctan, the hyperbolic tangent, the sigmoid of form 1 1+e −s , and the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activations given by σ(s) = s + , the positive part of s. Our results also apply to other choices such as the leaky ReLu defined by σ(s) = max{0.1s, s}, and the Elu given by
The performance of these activation functions varies on different tasks and data sets [40] and it typically requires a parameter to be turned. Thus, the ReLU remains one of the popular activation functions due to its simplicity and reliability [20, 30, 36] .
The network output function at final time T is given by
where W and µ are weight and bias functions to be determined later.
2.2.
The learning problem. In order to complete the learning problem, we need to define a prediction function by
One of the popular choices for h is the logistic regression function,
The goal of the learning problem is to estimate the parameters of the forward propagation (i.e., a and b and the classifier W and µ) from an observed label function C = C(y), so that the DNN accurately approximates the data-label relation for the training data and generalizes to new unlabeled data. The forward operator is highly nonlinear, and the learning problem most often does not fulfill Hadamard's postulate of well-posedness.
As we show below, the learning problem can be cast as a dynamic control problem, which provides new opportunities for applying theoretical and computational techniques from parameter estimation to deep learning problems.
We phrase learning as an optimization problem
where J is a suitable choice of objective/loss function characterizing the difference between the synthetic data C pre generated by the current (and inaccurate) model parameter m = (a, b, W, µ) and the observable true label C. This is a data-fitting approach, similar to many other inverse problems that are formulated as PDE-constrained optimization.
The optimization problem in (2.3) is challenging for several reasons. Firstly, it is a high-dimensional non-convex optimization problem, and therefore one has to be content with local minima. Secondly, the computational costs per example are high, and the number of examples is large. Thirdly, very deep architectures are prone to problems such as vanishing and exploding gradients that may occur when the discrete forward (or backward) propagation is unstable.
2.3.
The choice of the objective function and regularization. Typically the loss function J is chosen to be convex in its first argument and measures the quality of the predicted class label probabilities. A typical choice is
For classification the cross entropy loss is often used to measure the model performance [42, 34] .
To control noise and other undesirable effects occurring in inverse problems, one often adds a regularization term so that
where the regularizer R is a convex penalty functional, and the parameter λ > 0 balances between minimizing the data fit and noise control. Choosing an "optimal" regularizer, R, and regularization parameter λ is both crucial and nontrivial; see, e.g., [5, 21] .
Wellposedness of the forward problem
In order to identify useful structures of the deep learning problem, we first make some assumptions on the parameters with which stability of the forward problem can be studied.
3.1.
A general existence result. Most of our results will be obtained under the following: Assumption 1. Y is a domain in R n and 0 < T < ∞. The propagation operator
• σ is globally Lipschitz continuous with
These conditions are sufficient to prove the following theorem of existence and uniqueness by Picard's iteration. Theorem 3.1. We suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Then,
, one has the following stability property:
Proof. Existence follows from the recursive scheme
is well-defined in the same space by
which in the Q norm is bounded by
, and
Note that we used the well-known fact that the operator norm in L 2 of the integral operator with the kernel b equals the norm of
. By using the fact that C 2 (s) → 0 if s → 0, we get an upper bound for {f n } uniformly in n:
if T is suitably small such that C 2 (T ) < 1. Then, by studying
Q . Thus one can conclude that {f n } n∈N is a Cauchy sequence in Q, which converges towards a solution f of the equation (2.1) for C 2 (T ) < 1. Global existence for any T then follows from a continuity argument by extending the local solution, proceeding as for the uniform estimate on {f n } n∈N .
3.2. Large time asymptotics, stability of steady states. Clearly, it is important to study the forward dynamics of the residual neural network problem. Here we begin the discussion with the analysis of steady states and stability. For simplicity, we first assume the forward propagation operator to be autonomous. That is,
We make two basic assumptions here:
Here the operator defined by
is Hilbert-Schmidt and consequently compact.
Let f ∞ ∈ L 2 (Y ) be a steady state. Note that steady states exist if and only if a ∈ R(B) (= Range of B), and they are non-unique if and only if N(B) (= Nullspace of B) is non-trivial. To study the stability of f ∞ , we first linearize (3.2) at f ∞ , so that its perturbation w satisfies
We obtain w(t) = e −σ ′ (0)Bt w I .
For an eigenvalue-eigenfunction pair (ω, φ) of B we obviously have e −σ(0)ωt φ as a solution of the linearized IVP. Therefore if the spectrum of B contains an eigenvalue with negative real part, exponential instability holds for the linearized problem. If an eigenvalue of B with zero real part exists, asymptotic stability for the linearized problem does not hold.
To obtain stability for the linearized problem, we can impose
where
is the symmetric part of B. Assume now that B ⊤ = B and that all eigenvalues of B are positive (i.e., 0 is a spectral value but not an eigenvalue!). Then asymptotic stability can be concluded from the solution representation
where {φ l } is the C.O.N.S (complete orthonormal system) of eigenfunctions.
If ω = 0 is an eigenvalue then stability (but not asymptotic stability) holds in the symmetric case.
We now turn to derive estimates for the forward propagation problem using Lyapunov functionals.
Set u := a − Bf, so that u solves
In order to recover f from u we use the equation f t = σ(u) so that
Multiply the u-equation by σ(u) so that
(again assuming that B s ≥ 0). This upon integration gives
where Σ ′ (s) = σ(s):
In order to obtain estimates for f we distinguish two cases. We assume that
for |s| ≥ C 4 . This allows to estimate Bf the following way:
follows. Similarly, from the equation
because of (3.4). Assume now that B ⊤ = B and B non-negative, we then have
is monotonically decreasing and bounded from below, admitting a limit as t → ∞. Also
and assuming a ∈ R(B 1/2 ),
is not controlled by this estimate.
To collect facts, we have the following time-uniform estimates 
where Σ ′ = σ, and
3.3. Characterization of steady states. Note that the equatioṅ
may have other equilibria than u e = 0. In fact every u e such that σ(u e ) ∈ N(B) is an equilibrium. But u e = 0 is the only one which may correspond to the equilibrium f = 0 of the equation (3.2) (it does if only if a ∈ R(B)). Note that
Since u I = a−Bf I we have u I −a ∈ R(B) and u(t)−a ∈ R(B). Consider 0 = u e ∈ L 2 (Y ) such that σ(u e ) ∈ N(B). Then the corresponding solution of the f −equation is f (y, t) = f I + tσ(u e ), u e = a − Bf I , if u e − a ∈ R(B). Clearly the linearly increasing component tσ(u e ) ∈ N(B) is not seen by the time-uniform estimates of Theorem 3.2.
To consider an example pick φ ∈ L 2 (Y ), φ L 2 = 1. Define u e = φ, compute σ e = σ(φ). Now choose ψ ∈ {σ e } ⊥ and define the rank one operator
Clearly u e = φ is an equilibrium ofu = −Bσ(u). Also u e = φ ∈ R(B). Now let a = αφ ∈ R(B) ( α ∈ R given) and choose
Lemma 3.3. If B is symmetric, σ(s)s ≥ 0 for all s ∈ R then every equilibrium u e in R(B) satisfies u e σ(u e ) = 0.
Proof. Since u e is an equilibrium, σ(u e ) ∈ N(B). The conclusion follows from R(B) = N(B) ⊥ , i.e., Y u e σ(u e )dy = 0.
Hence u e σ(u e ) ≡ 0.
We shall now consider the stability of u e = 0 for the case of non-symmetric B. To understand the involved complications, we start with the rank one operator with the kernal given by
Then the equationu = −Bσ(u) reads
assume u(t = 0) = u I = β 0 φ(y). Clearly u(y, t) = β(t)φ(y) solves the ODE:
We now compute the Taylor expansion of g at β = 0, assuming sufficiently smoothness of σ:
Then u = 0 is a locally isolated asymptotically stable equilibrium.
Case 2. Y φ(z)ψ(z)dz < 0. Then u = 0 is a locally unstable equilibrium.
Case 3. Y φ(z)ψ(z)dz = 0. Then the local behavior is governed bẏ This discussion shows the inherent difficulty of the stability question in the non-symmetric case, arbitrarily high derivatives of σ at 0 can be decisive. In more generality we consider the singular value decomposition of the operator B [44] :
where the singlar values µ l ≥ 0 are the eigenvalues of |B|, {ψ l } and {φ l } are orthonomal systems, {ψ l } is complete in L 2 (Y ) and φ l = Uψ l , where B = U|B| is the polar decomposition of B. Here U is a partial isometry so that N(U) = N(B). Set
and T is the generalized Gram matrix:
Y ) if and only if DT is non-positive definite (not necessarily symmetric).
Now let B have rank N < ∞.
where Z ∈ R(B) ⊥ . Thus
Clearly, µ 1 , · · · , µ N > 0. Assuming again a ∈ R(B) we have u(·, t) ∈ R(B) for all t ≥ 0. We conclude Z ≡ 0 and
Thus, we findu
We have σ(v) = αv + o(v) for v ∼ 0 with α > 0. Thus
where the generalized N × N Gram matrix T N is given by
If T N is invertible then u = 0 is an isolated equilibrium of (3.5). Now we check the Lyapunov functional
positive-definite (not necessarily symmetric).
Then, the equilibrium u = 0 is locally asymptotically stable. The convergence of u(t) to zero is exponential.
We remark that the local exponential stability of u induces local exponential stability of f . The proof follows standard arguments using Lyapunov functionals for ODE systems [26] .
3.4. On solutions for the ReLu activation. Note that for the arctan, sigmoid, and hyperbolic tangent activation functions, the asymptotic growth rate in time of the solution f can at most be linear, no matter what the properties of the operator B are. In this respect, the ReLu and leaky ReLu activation functions behave worse as we shall show below.
We now consider the activation function σ(s) = s + , which is one of the most popular activations used in practical applications. In this case assuming a ∈ L 1 (Y ) and b ∈ L ∞ (Y × Y ) , from the equation for f it follows
Integration against sign(f ) yields
We shall show below by example that the exponential upper bound is sharp. This tells us that for σ(s) = s + , exponential forward instability for f is possible. Now let f e ∈ L 1 (Y ) be a steady state so that
We consider two cases: 1) sup Y (a − B b f e ) < 0. Then there is a ball in L 1 (Y ) with sufficiently small radius and center f e which only contains steady states.
2) sup Y (a − B b f e ) = 0. Consider B b as a rank one operator given by
with φ, ψ ≡ 0. Assume that a(y) = a 0 ψ(y) and look for solution of the form u(y, t) = λ(t)ψ(y), so thatλ
From the decomposition (λψ)
(i) If λ I ≥ 0, then λ − = 0, and λ(t) = e −αt λ I .
(ii) If λ I < 0, then λ + = 0 and λ = −λ − , so that λ(t) = −e βt |λ I |.
Hence we have
This allows us to recover f from
That is,
Recall that we have assumed a = a 0 ψ(y) for some a 0 ∈ R and λ I = a 0 − Y f I (y)φ(y)dy. Hence
Then in every L 1 neighborhood of f e there is a function f
I > 0 and a function f (2) I such that λ (2) I < 0. In both cases it is easy to construct functions φ and ψ such that exponential stability and, respectively, instability occurs.
For the rank one operator, it turns out that the steady states with a − Bf e ≤ 0 but not identically zero are locally stable, although not asymptotically stable.
If B s ≥ 0, we can actually prove that f (·, t) L 2 (Y ) has at most linear growth in time.
Proof. From f t = u + and u = a − Bf we have
Using the Lyapunov argument from §3.2 gives 1 2
This together with
Using the relation f (t) = f I + t 0 ∂ s f ds, we obtain the estimate as claimed.
Note that the same result holds for the leaky ReLu activation.
3.5. Local conditioning of the forward problem. For numerical analysis and computational purpose it is beneficial to understand the conditioning of the forward propagation operator, which means that its linearization of the actual solution, not only the steady state must be looked at. Also, the output of the learning problem will be timedependent functions a = a(y, t) and b = b(y, z, t) such that the forward propagation and its linearization will be non-autonomous. Consider a solution u = u(y, t) of the forward problem (3.2) and compare the linearization of the solution in direction w = w(y, t), with u = a − Bf :
If the residual neural network problem is 'very' deep, and if u(t) is close to the stationary state u ≡ 0 (assuming that a and b stabilize sufficiently fast as t → ∞), then the dynamics for w will be close to the autonomous case considered above. To see this, multiply by
and integrate over Y :
Here − σ ′′ (u)u(t) (σ ′ (u)) 2 measures the effect of the non-autonomous coefficients and of the linearization at the local solution (instead of a stationary one). If f (t) is far away from the stationary state, then much less can be said about the operator −σ(u)B(t) in general, except that it is bounded by
as an operator from L 2 (Y ) into itself. It is generally non self-adjoint, even if B(t) is self-adjoint. 4 . Back propagation and optimal control 4.1. Computing cost gradients. The main technical difficulty in training continuousdepth networks is preforming reverse-mode differentiation (also known as back propagation). We introduce the following notation:
where f a,b solves (4.1) below and
For the sake of simplicity in the calculation, we consider first optimizing a simple terminal value loss functional
Let M a,b (t, s) be the evolution system [38] generated by −σ
which gives
We proceed to compute the derivatives of J with respect to a and b as follows:
* r T solves the co-state terminal value problem,
Note that B * b = B b ⊤ with b ⊤ (y, z, t) = b(z, y, t). Thus, r(s) = r a,b , and r a,b solveṡ
We conclude
As for the gradient with respect to b we have
This gives
We collect the results on the gradient of J in the following:
Therefore, conditions (necessary and sufficient) for a stationary point 
such that J(a, b) is replaced by
This is commonly done in the deep learning applications.
The above analysis is well generalizable to the classification problem for which only the final cost needs to be modified by
For the back propagation, we obtain the same equation
but with a different terminal condition
Pontryagin Maximum Principle.
We now view the deep learning problem in the framework of the mathematical control theory using the Pontryagin maximum principle to obtain optimal controls for the network parameter functions a and b, see [17] . This is of particular interest, when controls (a, b) which vary in regions with boundaries, are sought. Let a = a(y, t) and b = b(y, z, t) be in a measurable set A ⊂ R 2 pointwise a.e.. Define
Look for max
Also we define the Hamiltonian
where r is the co-state variable. Let (a * , b * ) be optimal for I. Define
Also define the optimal co-state r * bẏ
the only modification again is the terminal value of the co-state,
4.3.
Functional Halmilton-Jacobi-Bellman PDE. We now present an alternative approach to the control problem base on the dynamic programming principle. Consider
. Let a general cost functional be defined by
where the first term denotes the running cost and the second term is a terminal cost. Define a value functional as
By the dynamic programming principle (see e.g., [7] ) we conclude
Theorem 4.2. Assume the value functional F is smooth in its arguments (v, t). Then F (v, t) solves the functional Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation
with the terminal condition
We can express the HJB as
where we define the Hamiltonian as
It is easy to see that the characteristic system of this functional HJB equation in the case L = 0 is precisely the coupled optimal control system of the previous section. Note that the HJB equation 'lives' in the space of functionals on the space L 2 (Y ).
Next, we show how to design the optimal control (a * , b * ) using the above dynamic programming approach.
Step 1. Solve the HJB equation
subject to the terminal condition (4.13) to find the value functional F (v, t).
Step 2. Use F (v, t) and the HJB equation to construct an optimal (a * , b * ):
(ii) Next we findf (y, s) by solving the following PDE ∂ sf = σ(ã(v)(y, t) − Bb (v)(y,z,t)f ), t ≤ s ≤ T, f (t) = v. Proof. By standard arguments from dynamic programing, see [7] . Note that the generator of the evolution equation for R a,b at τ is precisely the transposed of the generator of the linearized convolution equation for f a,b at time T − τ and we can estimate
(compare to section 3.5). Then we present the following algorithm. Note that this algorithm needs to be modified when the cost functional is regularized. For the Tikhonov regularizer given in Remark 4.2, we replace J(a, b) by J mod (a, b) defined in (4.7) and use (4.8) for the gradients. We remark that (5.1) is actually the backward Euler method for gradient flows, also known as the minimizing movement scheme [18] . Here, at each step, the distance of the parameter update acts as a regularization to the original loss function. Note that PPA has the advantage of being monotonically decreasing, which is guaranteed for any step size τ > 0. Indeed, by the definition of (a k+1 , b k+1 ) in (5.1),
PPA based implicit gradient descent algorithms have been explored in [46] for the classic k-means problem, and in [11] to accelerate the training of Deep Neural Networks. A second way of obtaining a numerical scheme in using gradients is in terms of the corresponding Riemannian structure. A well known example is the Fisher natural gradient [2] .
We should point out that training deep neural networks using gradient-based optimization fall into the noncovex nonsmooth optimization. Many researchers have been working on mathematically understanding the gradient descent method and its ability to solve nonconvex nonsmooth problems (see, e.g., [3, 25, 35, 45] ). We present the following algorithm based on the Pontryagin maximum principle (PMP). 
